Polish Electrotechnical Industry Export Promotion Portal

This polish export promotion electrotechnical industry portal aims to show the best products in an ordered form, resulting from the scheme of the CPV, 2008.

The CPV (Common procurement vocabulary) sets a single classification system for public orders aimed at standardising the references used by contracting authorities and entities to describe the subject of contracts.

The owner and administrator of the portal is the Polish Economic Chamber of Electrotechnics.

Exhibited goods are trademarks of individual manufacturers and business relations do not include the owner of the portal in mutual obligations.

All technical features and product safety declare direct producers.

**Category:**
- Electric motors, generators and transformers;
- Electricity distribution and control apparatus;
- Insulated wire and cable;
- Accumulators, primary cells and primary batteries;
- Lighting equipment and electric lamps;
- Electrical equipment and apparatus;
- Electronic, electromechanical and electrotechnical supplies,
- Transmission apparatus for radiotelephony, radiotelegraphy, radio broadcasting and television;
- Television and radio receivers, and sound or video recording or reproducing apparatus;
- Networks;
- Telecommunications equipment and supplies;
- Electrical products for construction industry;
- Rubber and plastic materials.
POLISH ECONOMIC CHAMBER OF ELECTROTECHNICS

is an economic self organization and represents the industry, research institutes, laboratories, suppliers of materials, machinery and technology for the electrical industry.

Represented sectors of the following electrical engineering industry:

• manufacture of cables
• manufacture of equipment installation and tools for electricians
• manufacturers of electric motors and transformers
• manufacture of trays and casing pipes for cables
• manufacture of lightning equipment
• manufacturers of light sources
• manufacture of electrical machinery

WE CREATE A LOCAL ECONOMIC AUTONOMY

Our Chamber brings together more than 80 member companies and enjoys a great appreciation for the actions taken for the environment of the electrical engineering industry. Our joint activities cover many areas and matters useful to each business entity which are difficult to deal with them individually. POLISH ECONOMIC CHAMBER OF ELECTROTECHNICS currently focuses its activity on the following issues:

1. Influencing the modification of the Polish economic law:
   • patent law concerning the European patent and the protection of industrial property
   • standardization law - rules for creating Polish standards and the order of translation and implementation of European standards
   • change of the law regards the payment dates in the course of trade
   • change of the interpretations of tax law in the field of understanding of sales bonuses in trading operation
   • change of the construction law in enforcing of reliable inspections of electrical installations – we are one of the founders of the Foundation: National Centre for Electrical Safety

2. Cooperation with the Office of Competition and Consumer Protection and the Chief Inspector of Construction Supervision in market surveillance electrical products:
   • preventing the Polish market of illegally marked CE safety mark
   • collaboration with laboratories accredited by the PCA for the performance of verification tests
   • the fight against monopolistic attitudes affecting our businesses

3. Supporting the marketing and export of Polish producers:
   • participation in trade fairs abroad on the basis of cooperation with the Departments of Trade and Investment Promotion of the Polish embassies and participation together with the Polish Chamber of Commerce and the Association of Polish Electrical Engineers /SEP/ in outgoing economic missions
   • Edition of the folder in English language presenting the Polish products
   • organizing individual District Chambers of Civil Engineers meetings with designers and inspectors under the supervision of electrical depicting the new technical standards and products
   • management of the export website concerning the Polish industry: www.elektro-poland.com
   • organization of the joint stands at the Polish and foreign fairs and funding of the awards for the innovative products

4. Reduction of operating costs through economies of scale in purchasing group and corporate contracts with service providers:
   • total agreement with mobile networks
   • a contract for the supply of electricity
   • freight forwarding agreement

5. The training system inside of the Chamber and consolidate the achievements of Polish industry:
   • technological trainings in the field of metallurgy and processing of plastics in electrical engineering
   • training covering directives and EU regulations which constitutes a new requirements for industry
   • publication of the book illustrating the political changes in the industry and its further development
   • meetings industry research institutes and technical universities and industry for the use of financial aid forms for cooperation of science and industry
   • team building and building cooperative ties between the member companies
   • visiting the latest and modern industry companies in Poland

www.elektrotechnika.org.pl